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and some involved transactions will be introduced to be placed
in rollback state.

Abstract— Today, algorithms are being used in order to solve
deadlocks through prevention or detection and elimination after
their occurrence. Therefore, logistic algorithm presented in this
article to solve deadlocks’ issues.In contrast to the current
algorithms, it faces to this problem in two sections by using fuzzy
controllers.So, first it reduces the possibility of deadlock
occurrence and then detects and removes the occured deadlock.
Suggested algorithm follows fuzzy and Aristotelian logic so, some
logical rules are defined in each section. Then, an algorithm that
uses of Mamdani controllers has been applied to control the
deadlock. Simulation and experiments reveal that the proposed
algorithm has three major advantages: first, its execution cost in
system is less than current algorithms. Second, depending on our
expectation and the type of system’s operation, it is so flexible
and adjustable. And third, it is more efficient than existing
algorithms.

II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURES AND STUDIES
Most of the algorithms that have been presented to deal
with transactions deadlock so far are a set of algorithms based
on some relatively complicated and unflexible rules[5].We can
use algorithms avoiding deadlocks if we want the system
never enters a deadlock state. On the other hand, there is a
possibility of deadlock occurance in another algorithm but
using the discovery and resolved-deadlock algorithm, occured
deadlocks detected and roll backed[6]. Eventually, both of
these algorithms either prevent of running many transactions
or rolling them back. When the possibility of occurring
deadlock is high, avoid deadlock algorithm has been used but
if the probability of creating a deadlock is low, the discovery
and resolved-deadlock being applied[7].

Keywords—transaction, deadlock, preventing and detecting
deadlock algorithms, fuzzy logic, Mamdani controller

A. Deadlock prevention algorithms
Generally, there are two approaches about preventing
deadlocks: single transaction deadlock request fulfilment
approach, all deadlock request fulfilment approach[8].
The first approach implies that among transactions and by
meeting a transaction lock’s demand, circular waiting will not
be created. In second approach, all transactions have to ask
their required locks at once, so in this way, a transaction will
gain all the required locks to run or no locks allocated to it. As
a result, a deadlock won’t be created. Implementing this
algorithm requires highlighting all the necessary locks before
a transaction begun because in this method, all the locks
allocated to a transaction in a phase or the transaction stayed
waiting. There are two main disadvantages in this algorithm:
First, detecting and preventing items that a transaction will
require are difficult and costly, and second, utilizing various
data items decrease strongly because data items can stay in
lock mode without being used for a long time[9].

I. INTRODUCTION
Deadlock is an important issue which has to be paid
attention in parallel execution of transactions.Deadlock
occures when two or more transactions require resources
owned by other transactions to complete their execution
periodically[1].Transactions
deadlock
have
four
characteristics: mutual exclusion, hold and wait, no
preemption and circular waiting[2]. A deadlock can be defined
exactly by an oriented graph called system resource allocation
graph. This graph includes a set of vertices V and a set of
edges E[3]. Generally, algorithms which have been defined to
solve the deadlocks, dividing in two categories: algorithms
that prevent deadlocks and algorithms that detect and resolve
them[4].Two-partly algorithm introduced in this article by
using fuzzy concepts, which first decreases the possibility
occurance of deadlock and then occured deadlocks detected
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B. Discovery and Resolved-Deadlock Algorithms
In this algorithm, discovery deadlock algorithm
performed at specific timescales and in the condition of
detecting a deadlock, resolved-deadlock algorithm
implemented[9]. Also a graph formed in order to detect a
deadlock based on a transaction’s resources and its required
one and in the condition of being a loop in that graph,
detected deadlock and required actions for rolling back
those transactions involved in the deadlock, have been done.
Timescales that the deadlock discovery algorithm runs,
depends on the number of times that a deadlock occurs and
the number of transactions affected by deadlocks as
well[10].

in (1), OR used to assess the detachable leadings of the
fuzzy rules[19].

 x  max x,  x
AB

(1)

B

Similarly,as in (2) to calculate rule’s leading relation, AND
is being used[19].

 x  min  x,  x
AB

A

(2)

B

In Equation (1) and (2), µA(x) and µB(x) are leadings of the
fuzzy rules.
C. Calculating Resultant
The membership functions for all cut results from the
previous step are combined into a single fuzzy set in this
step[18].

III. FUZZY CONTROLLERS SUGGESTION TO SOLVE DEADLOCK
PROBLEM
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A

D. Defuzzification
As in (3),through gravity center formula, the point that
shows the gravity center of result fuzzy set has been
calculated[18]:

Fuzzy logic sees the world the way it is, not absolutely
dark or white, but gray[11]. Fuzzy logic, which is also
usable in various branches of artificial intelligence, its logic
is similar to humans’[12]. Unlike classical logic that knows
everything completely right or wrong, fuzzy logic use
approximate words and phrases just like humans to describe
issues[13]. The fuzzy logic controller systems aim at
controlling complicated processes through human
experiences[14]. The current controlling systems made by
physical models and need a strong engineering background.
Since creating a model is reality abstraction process,
therefore, always a model is the simplified version of a real
process. So many issues would not be considered in
modeling such as noises which can create disorders and
problems in system’s future, while humans are able to
control that system without owning a model[15]. Fuzzy
controller tries to apply humans’ algorithm. One of these
controllers is Mamdani controller which the proposed
algorithm in this article inspired from this controller[16].

  x  x
u
  x 
i

i

i

(3)

i

i

In Equation(3), Xᵢ is values in fuzzy sets and  (Xᵢ) is their
degree of occupation.
V. SUGGESTED ALGORITHM
The suggested fuzzy algorithm formed in two parts:
(1) first part which decreases the possibility of creating a
deadlock, (2) second part which detects and remove the
occured deadlock. As it has been mentioned in their
definitions, there is no certainty in deadlock issues and just
they include a special kind of a fuzzy concept. The
algorithm proposed in this article to solve the deadlock
problem is combination of fuzzy and Aristotelian logic and
the main idea is from Mamdani controllers. We present the
following rule in this article: if the number of free system
resources is low and the number of active transactions is
high, the new transaction must wait. Although this rule
seems simple, but if it is implemented properly in a system,
then it will avoid the possibility of deadlock occurance. It
must be noted that in the condition of low number of free
resources system and high number of active transactions,
and also all the new transaction given the possibility of
being active, deadlock potential will be increased. The
amount of system’s open resources and active transactions
is quite clear and accessible at any moment and by keeping
two counters, they can be implemented.
Based on the fuzzy concepts of low and high
mentioned in the rule, fuzzy logic and Mamdani controller

IV. MAMDANI CONTROLLER
Mamdani controller’s main idea is describing a
condition through linguistic variables and applying them as
an input of controlling rule[17]. Mamdani controller forms
in four stages:
A. Fuzzification

the first stage to determine the in-put’s degree of
membership to each relevant fuzzy set[18].
B. Rules evaluation
in this level, the fuzzified inputs firstly applied. If the
given fuzzy law has multiple predicates, AND or OR used
to calculate a relationship between the predicates of rule. As
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Through the same trend,as in ―Fig.2‖ and ―Fig.3‖, we
can highlight that lot of active transactions system Degree
and degree of expected transactions from their specific
arrays.

have been used in the suggested algorithm. This rule used in
the 6 following phases:
A.

Phase no.1
The first phase of algorithm is fuzzificating the system
input parameters. In this case, input parameters are free
system resources and the number of system active
transactions. An algorithm suggested by Dr. Mamdani is use
of drawing chart[19]. Data block is the total system
resources. ―Fig.1‖ can be drawn based on our need and
perception of free resources.
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Fig.2. The high degree of active transactions system
In ―Fig.2‖, horizontal axis represents active transactions,
and vertical axis shows the high degree of it.
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Fig.1.Degree of being busy in terms of system resources

150

As in ―Fig.1‖, horizontal axis represents the system
resources, and vertical axis shows degree of being busy. By
defining the chart definition, degree of occupation can be
calculated in certain amount of resources.
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In order to simplify and decrease calculation's volume
without having much impact on the operation and instead of
drawing the curve, we divided the horizontal axis of the
graph into appropriate intervals in the suggested algorithm
and specified degrees at each extremum and matched them
with lines. Dividing resources into 10 intervals is a strategy
used in this algorithm that is leading to the desirable
flexibility.

Fig.3.Degree of transactions expectation
In ―Fig.3‖, horizontal axis represents system transactions,
and vertical axis shows the degree of transactions
expectation.
B. Phase no.2
In this phase, we calculate the minimum degree of
conditions for each rules. If we use those signed used in
fuzzy logic and demonstrate free resources with FR and
active transactions with AT, as in (6), µfree(FR) represents
the degree of free resources and µhigh (AT) represents large
degree of active transactions and µc shows a rule’s degree of
initial conditions. Based on this note, the total calculation of
the second phase is as follow:

Assume that a graph of ordered couples (xi, yi). If
horizontal axis divided into 10 intervals, we will have 11
pairs (xᵢ,yᵢ) that xᵢ will be on the upper level of i-th period.
As in (4),in order to increase speed, the coefficient angle
line calculated where xi represents the extremums of
intervals and yi shows their degree:

ai 

yy
x x
i

i 1

i

i 1

(4)



It is enough to have three 10-element linear arrays,
where the first array holds all a i-s, the second contains all x is and the third has all yi-s.As in (5),we show system
resources with x and want to calculate its degree of
occupation, indexed with Y. In second array, an interval
including X can be determined through the following
formula, by doing four comparison.

y  ai  x  xi   yi

c

 Min



free



FR ,  high  AT 

(6)

If there are multiple rules, it has to be calculated for each
ones.
C. Phase no.3
In 3rd phase, the minimum of (µci,µrfxi) is calculated which
represents degree of operation that must be acted in second
side of i rule. In order to calculate µrfxi we can use the
mentioned algorithm in phase no.1 just with a difference
that we have to specify X axis.

(5)

3

 R  Min  c ,  
i

i

(7)

wait
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As in (7), µRi shows degree of output operation of i rule. To
calculate it an 11-element array is required. The values that
fill the i-th elements in this array are the minimum of the µci
and the i-th element of the µrfx array.
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D. Phase no.4
If we increase the number of rules, we must do previous
actions for each one and then we integrate arrays from
previous stage together. The algorithm of these arrays’
integration has been so simple. It just needs to replace
maximum i-th elements resulted in 3rd phase in the i-th
elements of the array. Because we use a rule in this
algorithm, the output is the same as previous phase and it is
not necessary to do an action in this phase.
E.
Phase no.5
To calculate the final degree of operation from the
following formula, first the weighted average of the
diagram resulted from previous stage is calculated.

Fig.4.Degree of expectation for gaining lock
In ―Fig.4‖, horizontal axis represents active transactions
system, and vertical axis shows the degree of expectation
for obtaining lock.
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i

(8)

Fig.5.Degree of rolling back transaction probability

i

In ―Fig.5‖, horizontal axis represents active transactions
system, and vertical axis shows the degree of rolling back
transaction probability.

As in (8), pi is the same numbers obtained in the
horizontal axis in 3rd phase which is pi=i here.µi is the
same number saved in arrays obtained from phase no.4.The
output of the formula is a number between 0-10 that by
implementing an action against the one in the first phase, the
degree of final operation will be found out.Wait defined in
this final operation.
F.
Phase no.6
According to the obtained degree in previous stage, we
decide if Wait done or let the transaction be active.
Choosing the Wait threshold can be adjusted depending on
the system operation. In normal mode, the default threshold
is 50 which means if the output degree is over 50, Wait will
be done and in the condition of being bellow 50, transaction
will be active and placed in Schedualer.
As in ―Fig.4‖ and ―Fig.5‖, the following rule will be
applied in second section: If a transaction stays pending for
a long time to obtain a lock on a resource and the number of
active transactions are low and it also owns few resources,
transaction should be rolled back.
If the transaction does not meet its request, it is most
probable that it has been placed in a periodic ring-term
demand which is a sign of a deadlock. The third condition
says that, greater transactions or those that have been run for
a long time are in priority and in the same condition,
younger and smaller transactions would be rolled back.
This rule is able to discover the created deadlocks and
introduce transactions participated in them for rolling back.
Here are the second rule’s charts that are suggested and
applied in this article:

VI. COMPARING THE RESULT OF SUGGESTED FUZZY
ALGORITHM WITH THE RESULT OF IMPLEMENTING
PREVENTION ALGORITHM & DISCOVERY AND RESOLVED DEADLOCK ON THE SAME DATA
As in ―Fig6‖ and ―Fig7‖, two scales including clock
and rollback have been considered to determine optimized
algorithm[20].In this regard, Prevention Algorithm,
Suggested Fuzzy Algorithm, and also Discovery and
Resolved-Deadlock carried out on the same input data.As
you see, the number of Suggested Fuzzy Algorithm’s clock
and rollBack are less than two other algorithms. So it
operated more efficient in the same input data.
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Fig.6.Number of clock per each of algorithms
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Fig.7.Number of Rollback per each of algorithms
[12]
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VII. CONCLUSION
Through investigating 3 algorithms, Prevention,
Suggested Fuzzy, and also Discovery and ResolvedDeadlock, it is clear that prevention deadlock algorithm
requires fundamental information from transaction structure
and their requested resources but in most cases, this
information is not available[21]. Discovery and ResolvedDeadlock protocols mostly use complicated structures (e.g,
Wait-for graph) that the cost of processing and keeping such
structures is so costly for a system in comparison with an
array of structures[22].

[13]
[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]

Suggested algorithm in this article is able to solve the
deadlock problems by applying simple structure and
processing. First, it decreases the possibility of making a
deadlock and then discovers and removes the created
deadlock. Also some involved transactions will be
introduced to be rolled back. The simulations and
experiments reveal that not only the suggested algorithm
costs less than current ones but also they are so much
flexible and adjustable based on our expectation and the
type of system’s operation.
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